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IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information AssetsMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Plan for and manage an effective IT audit program using the in-depth information contained in this comprehensive resource. Written by experienced IT audit and security professionals, IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information Assets covers the latest auditing tools alongside real-world examples, ready-to-use checklists, and...
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Mike Meyers' Comptia RFID+ Certification PassportMcGraw-Hill, 2007
From the #1 Name in Professional Certification
Get on the fast track to becoming CompTIA RFID+ certified with this affordable, portable study tool. Inside, RFID experts guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an intensive focus on only what you need to know to pass the CompTIA...
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By the Skin of Our Teeth: The Art and Design of Morning BreathDey Street Books, 2017

	A beautifully designed visual history of Morning Breath, Inc., the Brooklyn-based boutique design studio whose collaborators include renowned musical artists (from Jay Z to the Foo Fighters) as well as such top brands as Vans and Adidas.


	In 1996 while working at the in-house design department at Think...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Certification Passport, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
From the #1 Name in Professional Certification
Get on the road to becoming an A+ certified professional with this concise, affordable, and portable study tool. Certification training guru Mike Meyers and Tracey Rosenblath will guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an intensive focus on only...
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Proof, Language, and Interaction: Essays in Honour of Robin Milner (Foundations of Computing)MIT Press, 2000
This volume is a Festschrift to honour the scientilfiifce and achievemento f Robin Milner. Robin’s contributions have been both profound and varied, ovneorw ,a o pfs eormioed , thirty years. They range througthhe semantic foundationso f programming languages, computerassisted theorem-proving, programming language design, andth e theory of...
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Pro JPA 2: Mastering the Java™ Persistence APIApress, 2009
Pro JPA 2 introduces, explains, and demonstrates how to use the new Java Persistence API (JPA). JPA provides Java developers with both the knowledge and insight needed to write Java applications that access relational databases through JPA.

 Authors Mike Keith and Merrick Schincariol take a...
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Eclipse 3 LiveSourcebeat, 2004
Most of my computing life has been spent in Emacs starting back in 1990 building Obj-C applications for school. I fell in love with the multiple buffers the way I could quickly navigate back and forth between them. I could even run a make and have compiler errors jump me to the offending code, how cool is that! Well it was cool in 1990. Through the...
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Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book, Fourth Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2002
*A practical engineer’s reference that puts the key information at your fingertips
*Covers essential data, techniques and working practice
*This update covers the latest international regulations

Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book is a remarkable toolkit for engineers, IT professionals, managers and students. The wide...
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Pro Tools LE and M-Powered: The complete guideFocal Press, 2006
"Well illustrated with plenty of screen-grabs, it's a must for Pro Tools users." Lighting & Sound International     

       Pro Tools LE and M-Powered is an authoritative guide to Digidesign's entry-level hardware and software systems. Illustrated throughout with color screen grabs, the book starts by giving you useful...
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Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library is the definitive guide every Visual Basic .NET developer needs to understand the capabilities of .NET namespaces and increase productivity inside the .NET framework. Lars Powersand Mike Snell have provided a comprehensive book that details the capabilities of the key namespaces,...
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C++ FAQs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 1998
In a concise and direct question-and-answer format, C++ FAQs, Second Edition brings you the most efficient  solutions to more than four hundred of the practical programming challenges you  face every day. 

Moderators of the on-line C++ FAQ at comp.lang.c++, Marshall  Cline,...
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Murach's Java SE 6: Training & ReferenceMike Murach & Associates, 2007

	Since its release in 1996. the Java language has established itself as one of the leading languages for object-oriented programming. Today, despite competition from Microsoft's .NET Platform, Java continues to be one of the leading languages for application development, especially for web applications. And that's going to continue for...
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